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TESTED FOR YOU TO:

       With the goal of putting at your disposal all relevant information to
                                            a conscious choice
            

          Consult the following pages and find the information you need

Note The information below applies to the verification date on the bottom of each tab. The Association is not liable for any significant changes made 
by the hotel after the visit.

All text, information and photographic images contained in this document are the property of Handy Superabile and is therefore prohibited to use or 
reproduction, even partial, without the express consent of the author himself.
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ARRIVAL AT THE STRUCTURE

The coast Pisano, which is part of Marina di Pisa is a territory lying along the coast between the 
Versilia and the port of Livorno, with a long beach of fine sand. The main avenue, which runs 
alongside the beautiful pine forest, gives access to the beach resorts, most with JOB chair, for 
bathing the disabled, but there is also the possibility of requesting an association Handy 
Superabile.

FROM THE MAIN ENTRANCE PARKING

The plant does not have a private parking and free public parking is located right in front of n. 1 
parking spaces, each 50 seats,  reserved for  the handicapped,  highlighted with  road markings 
and / or vertical.

Persons with disabilities, special badge holders can park their car for free even in blue stalls.

In the parking lot, the floor is gravel or asphalt joke.

The entrance is accessible by ramp: length. 230 cm, width. > 90 cm, 8% slope. There are tactile 
indicators and / or tactile maps of orientation for the blind / visually impaired The door / entry gate 
has a clear width exceeding 90 cm
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BAR/RESTAURANT

The bar is a plan. The bank has a recessed part 105 cm
The tables have 4 legs with clearance under the table for combination of 66 cm wheelchair
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ROUTES AND INDOOR COMMON SERVICES

LOCAL TOILET usable by GUESTS WITH MOBILITY 'REDUCED

There are n. 1 toilets accessible / usable by people with reduced mobility. The 
toilets are reached by plane

The useful width of the bathroom door is 80 cm

The height of the toilet is 48 cm and the seat has open front, with handles on both 
sides of the toilet. And 'it presents a flexible shower head in the toilet side.

free space to the right of the WC> 100 cm, 25 cm to the left of the toilet and the 
toilet front> 100 cm.
It 'a string electric bell.

Height under the sink for wheelchair approach 70 cm, with mirror usable by a 
customer in a wheelchair.

The establishment has shower room with door / 
confined space for a guest in a wheelchair but 
there is outdoor shower at floor level
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BEACH

The beach is in concession; one located on the top floor is a floor while the water lapped can be 
reached through some steps not overcome with hacks. Both are equipped with umbrellas and 
chairs.

On the beach below it is missing a footbridge to reach the umbrellas.

And 'possible to reserve to the customer in a wheelchair / PRM / blind the umbrella with deck 
adjacent to the walkway.

And 'it provided a platform / extension PVC or wood, also removable, between the catwalk and cot 
to facilitate the transition and the stationing of the wheelchair.
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The  plant  has  no  special  amphibious  chair  for  bathing  of  persons  with  physical 
disabilities, such as JOB / solemare
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